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INDIAN VIS-A-VIS ROMAN CALENDAR: 

AN APPRAISAL IN COMPARISON 

When we set on making a comparative appraisal of the Indian 

and Roman Calendars, we find that the aggregate number of days 

and months at present is th same in both, depending, as it does, on 

the exact scientific, geographical reasons. It is surprising that 

astronomical references to calendar are there in the Vedas proper, 

mostly in connection with the performances of sacrificial rituals, 

though a clear concept emerges as far later as in the Satra litera- 

ture, especially that relating to Samaveda and we get there even 

"precise data to determine the various systems of calendar in ob- 

servance then. Nonetheless, it does not appear that they are the 

result of observations of heavens, rather they constitute the out- 

come of experiences gained and developments made by successive 

calculators of time'. 

Here it is relevant to mention that Vedic Indians had also 

some concept of the New Year’s Day, perhaps occurring on eka- 

staka day i.e. eighth day of the dark half of the month of Magha 

corresponding to the present December-January period of the 

Roman calendar? As for the relevant data in Puranas, there is con- 

ception of twelve suns for the twelve months of the year and in the 

Vedas, concomitant to this idea the concept of twelve Adityas is 

there?. This might be, really, the fore-runner of the conception of 
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Adityan or solar year including these twelve solar months. It is 
strange in this background to note in the Taittirtya Brahmana the 

idea of thirteen months, which prevailed later also, adding one 
adhimasa or adhikamasa i.e., intercalary (additional) month to the 
usual twelve‘, and it was so, perhaps with the motive to make up 
time for the aforesaid New Year’s Day to occur exactly every 
year. 

As referred to above, not only the number and names of the 
days of the week in both the systems are the same, rather there is 
almost precise correspondence in import and meaning between 
them. Thus, Soma, Mangala etc. with ‘vara’, meaning ‘day’, suffi- 

xed to them are the names of, or denote, respectively Moon, Mars 

etc.°. In Roman system also, the word ‘day’ remains tagged to the 
aforesaid names of planets. It is significant that by their names the 
days indicated in both the systems are sacred, in astrology, to the 
respective seven planets. In the Indian system these are the presid- 

ing deities of the signs of Zodiac (rai) As the particular planet is 
the presiding deity of the particular day, so after that presiding 
deity the particular day si named. The method of finding out these 
presiding deities is peculiar in Indian astrology: five planets from 
Mangala to Sani having been reckoned twice, and Ravi and Candra 
only once each, make up twelve for the twelve signs of the Zo- 
diac®. 

Agains, as for how the days of the week originated and how 
they are put in the present order, there is a queer indication in the 
Indian system: if we draw a globe of the brahmanda or cosmos 
around the planetary orbit of earth, we find there are eight such 

4. Taittirtya Brahmana, Coukhamba Amarabharati Prakagana, Vardanasi-l, 
1982, 3.10.1. 

5. Cf. Somavara = Monday (Moon-day), Mangalavara = Tuesday (Tiwis-day), 
Budhavara = Wednesday (Woden’s-day), Brhaspativara = Thursday (Thor’s-day), Su- 
kravara = Friday (Frig-day), Sanivara = Saturday (Saturn-day) and Ravivara = Sun- 
day (Sun-day). ‘ 

N.B. Except Sunday, other appellative words in English syncopate, assimilate 
any of the letters or undergo metathetical or such other linguistic changes. 

6. VARAHAMIHIRA, Rasiprabhedadhyaya, Horasastra with Aparvarthapraka- 
Sika comm. Coukhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1967, V. 6. 

Ksitija- sitajfia -candra-ravi-saumya-sitavanijah / 
Suraguru-manda-sauriguravasca grhaméapakah // 
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orbits, one after another in gradual order, starting from Moon and 

passing through Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn to 

the last one being that of constellations’. Proceeding from Saturn 

in the globe, leaving aside the uppermost and the lowermost, that 

is, northernmost and southernmost orbits, respectively of constel- 

lations and the earth, moving every time four orbitary patterns, 

each time starting from the last counted upon, we get the days or 

the names thereof after the particular planets said above to be the 

lords of the particular days*. Contrary to this, the order of the 

planets rotating round the earth would give rise to the days as 

Soma, Budha, Sukra, Ravi, Mangala, Brhaspati and Sani?. 

In turn, these planets have relation to the signs of Zodiac", 

though in reverse order'', like Neptune having relation to Pisces 

or Mina and Uranus to Acquarius or Kumbha etc. It is peculiar 

that Indian appellations of the signs of Zodiac means the same as 

Roman counterpart in respective order. Again, we find that all the 

planets shown to have relation with the signs of Zodiac except 

Neptune and Uranus, the two latterly discovered planets, corre- 

spond to the days of the week. 

Now as to the comparative appraisal of the months in both the 

7, BHASKARACARYA, Goladhyaya-Bhuvanakosa, Siddhantasiromani ed. Pt. 

Ganapatideva Sastri, Coukhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1929, v. 2: 

Bhimeh pindah sasdrnkajhakaviravikujejyarkinaksatrakaksa — / 

Vrttair vrtto vrtah san mrdanilasalilavyomatejomayo'yam // 

Hereafter cited as Siddhantasiromani. 

8. VARAHAMIHIRA, Bhigoladhyaya, Siiryasiddhanta, ed. Pt. Kapileswara Sa- 

stri, Coukhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1946, p. 274, V. 78: 

Mandadadhah kramena syuScaturtha divasadhipah / 

Varsadhipatayastadvat trtiyah parikirtitah // 

9. BHARATIYA JYOTISA, p. 519. 

10. Webster’s New International Dictionary, Vol. I, II, 1955: The twelve signs 

are reckoned eastward from the point of intersection of ecliptic and equator at the 

first point of Aries. Their names were originally the names of the constellations 

occupying severally the divisions of Zodiac. 
Hereafter cited as Webster's New. 

11. C£. Neptune = Pisces (Fishes) / Mina, Uranus = Acquarius (Waterman) / 

Kumbha, Saturn = Capricornus (Crocodile) / Makara, Jupiter = Sagittarius 

(Archer) / Dhanu, Mars = Scorpio (Scorpion) / Vrécika & = Aries (Ram) / Mesa, 

Venus = Libra (Balance) / Tula and = Taurus (Bull) / Vrsa, Mercury = Virgo (Vir- 

gin) / Kanya & = Gemini (Twins) / Mithuna, Sun = Leo (Lion) / Simha, Moon = 

Cancer (Crab) / Karka. 
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systems, what is striking is the fact that though there is nothing 
common, they present a curious and thought-provoking study in 
themselves, the Indian system certainly having more uniformity 
and scientific exactitude. The latter beginning from Caitra and 
ending with Phalguna, thus making up twelve, stand for constel- 
lations such as Citra-etc. derived from their Sanskirit-names-with 
an suffixed, falling on the fullmoon day (parnima or paurna- 
masi)'?. For instance, Caitra would convey the name of the month 
in which Citra fails on its paurnamdsi'?. But, as the constellations 
are numerically more than months it is just in the fitness of things 
that only a few of the former would coincide with the latter in 
course of their rotation. a 

As such, of the twentyseven constellations, the twelve corre- 
sponding to the twelve months, possibly remaining equidistant to 
each other, are the more shining stars of the group determining 
the particular months. In other words, the name of a particular 
month goes after that star or constallation where there being 
moon there is full-moon day in that particular month. For ex- 
ample, Caitra is that month in which the fullmoon day occurs at 
that particular point of time when moon remains near the constel- 
lation Citra'’. As for the position of these constellations falling in 
rotation every day in periods"®, this is important only in finding out 

12, BHATTON Dixit, Siddhdntakaumudi, ed. Pt. Gopala Sastri Nene, Cou- 
khamba Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1967, p. 120, on Panini 4/2/21: 

Sasmin paurnamasiti / Pusyena yukta paurnamasi yasmin riase sa pauso 
nama masah / 

Hereafter cited as Siddhantakaumudi. Cf. Amarasifha, Amarakosa, Cou- 
khamba Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1967, V. 14: 

Pusyayukté paurnamasi pause mase tu yatra sa / 

Namna sa pauso maghadyascaivamekadasapare // 

13. CF Citra = Caitra, Kritika = Karttika, Mrgasiras = Margasirsa, Magha = 
Magha, Phalguni (incorporating both Parvaphalguni & uttaraphalguni) = 
Phalguna, Visakha = Vaisakha (also, Vaisakha), Jyestha = Jyaistha, Asadha (incor- 
porating both Purvasédha & Uttarasadha) = Asadha (there being no linguistic 
change as the word itself is originally having its first letter lengthened), Aswini =° 
Aswina, Sravana = Sravana, Bhadra = Bhadra (vide Asadha above). 

14. GoRAKHA PRASAD, Bharatiya Jyotisa ka Itihasa, Coukhamba Sanskrit 
Series Office, Benares, p. 206. Hereafter cited as Gorakha Prasad. 

15. Siddhantakaumudi on Panini 4/2/3: 
Naksatrena yuktah kalah / Pusyena yuktam pausamahah / Pausi ratrih / 
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auspicious moments or periods of time. Only from the technical 

standpoint here one question as to how twentyseven constellations 

coincide with seven days is pertinent and significant. 

In fact, besides the twentyseven constellations there is the 

twentyeighth named Abhijit! made up of the interaction of Uttara- 

sadha and Sravana, not taking separate time in rotation. Thus, 

mathematically calculated, one sign of the Zodiac is equal to two 

and one fourth of constellations and nine periodic cycles (cara- 

nos), each constellation having four such periodic cycles'’. Here it 

is noteworthy that as opposed to ‘abhijit’ day comprising of the 

‘abhijit’ constellation, there is, in the Vedas, conception of ‘Svara- 

saman’ day or ‘Visuvat’ day or ‘visvajit’ day, all seeming to fall in 

the middle of the year'®. Here it is worth note that twentyseven 

constellations are formed out of intersection of the solar course 

into twentyseven equal divisions. The moon completes one ro- 

tation parallel or relative to these constellations in twentyseven 

and half days. Therefore, on the basis of astronomical calculations 

it is ascertained that it remains under the spell of one constel- 

lation roughly for a period of one day'’. 

Besides the common lunar and solar years, sometimes also 

bifurcated as sidereal and synodic parts, there is conception in the 

Vedas of ‘Savana’ year, perhaps convented as such from the big, 

yearly soma-pressing ritual and of ‘Naksatra’ year reckoned from 

the spiral rising of a constellation in a year after its union with the 

sun when at a sufficient distance therefrom. ‘Adityan’ year, as said 

above, is perhaps the Vedic name for solar year starting with sam- 

kranti consisting of one revolution of earth round the sun begin- 

ning in Caitra, the month being the periodic time required for the 

sun to pass from one Zodiac sign to another, and lunar year has its 

months taking such time calculated from one full-moon to the 

16. ANANTASUTARAMACARYA,  Vivahaprakarana, Muhirtacintamani, 

Harikrsna-nibandha-bhavana, Benares-l, 1954, p. 344, V. 55: 

Riktasaérahitatithau Subhéhni vaisva- 
prantyanghrisrutitithibhagatobhijitsyat / 

17. DEOKINANDAN SINGH, Jyotisaraindkara, Coukhamba Sanskrit Series Of- 

fice, Benares, p. 14. 

18. Latya@yanaSsrautasitra, Comm. of Agnisvamin, IV. 6.12. 

19. Gorakha Prasad, p. 240. 

phere pete ee 
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next. Since the orbit of the earth is elliptical, the duration of a 
solar month varies from twentynine to thirtytwo days”°, 

In the Roman system, on the other hand, we find that the year 
consists of a queer amalgam of the names of months, queerly 
formed and derived. Formerly in England, the legal year began on 
the Annunciation Day, March 25th. The change to January.1st.took 
place on that day in 17622'. It sems that firstly the names were 
numerical derivatives in Latin ordinals in the old Roman calendar, 
then replacement finally occurred of the names before present 
September”, some previously and some afterwards, and then Sep- 
tember and such months, going posterior by two months in the 
Julian and Gregorian calendar, stood for ninth month etc. instead 
of seventh month etc. which the Latin ordinal derivatives indi- 
cate. , 

Turning to the present names of twelve months in order, it is 
definite that January”} is derived from and associated with Janus, 
the guardian god of doors who was an old Latin deity — the god of 
the sun and the year to whom the month was sacred, February 
from Februa (pl.)?*, the Roman festival of purification said to be 
introduced in Roman calendar by Numa, March?5 from Mars, the 
Roman god associated with cold winds. Likewise, April?® is associ- 
ated with alternations of sunshine and showers, May?’, perhaps 
akin to Maia, a goddess daughter of Atlas and mother of Mercury, 

20. Vedic Calendar, p. 76. 

21. Webster's New, p. 2361. 

22, There are no Latin names available in ordinals for January etc. but for 
July we get the name ‘Quintilis’ (fifth month) as it was called in the old Roman Cal- 
endar. 

23. Webster's New, p. 1156: Also may be derived from Januorius, a Christian 
Bishop martyred by decapitation. 

24. Webster's New, p. 799: Originally, it was Februarius, the month of expi- 
ation because on 15th of this month the great feast of purification and expiation 
was held. 

25. Bryant: The stormy March is come at last, with wind and cloud, and 
changing skies! 

26. Cf. Latin: Aprilis; Middle English: Aeril; French: Avril. 
Cf. Cuaucer, The Prologue to Canterbury Tales: When that Aprille with his 

showers sote (sweet). The drosht of March hath perced to the rote (root). 
27. Milton: The flowery May. 
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by Jupiter, is associated with greenery, June derived from Junius, 

the name of Roman genius” having association with roses and 

midsummer. So July”? is named in commemoration of either Ju- 

lius Ceasar or Bishop Julian and August goes after Augustus Cae- 

sar and is associated with summer heat and the holiday seasons. 

Further, as pointed out earlier, September to December derived 

from Latin numerals, though meaning seventh to tenth*', stand for 

nineth to twelfth months respectively. 

About the idea of a year in general, it is certain that it orig- 

inally denoted the time of one apparent revolution of the sun 

around the ecliptic or the period occupied by the earth in making 

its revolution round the sun. In German, the equivalent word 

meant “a seasons, of the year especially spring time, or even part 

of the day or even hour”. In Sanskrit the most popular word for 

year is varsa meaning “that which rains, that is, rainy season”. 

Therefore it seems that originally one rainy season to another 

counted one year. But later, like the German or the modern Eng- 

lish phrase, even so long back as the Vedic Age, the names of the 

seasons such as Sarad etc. stood for year’. 

Thus, a Hindi year is related to the cycle of seasons while the 

Christian or even Mohammedan year has no such relation. The 

latter are not either relative to or dependent upon the full-moon 

day or the new-moon day for the purposes of calculation of 

months™. As for beginning month of a year, we have seen above 

28. Webster's New, p. 1172: This is the pseudonym under which a series of 69 

remarkable letters (political) were published attacking all public characters of the 

date including royalty — said to be written by almost 50 persons among whom Sir 

Phillip Francis was chief. 

29, Julius Caesar was born in this very month. 

30. It was called ‘Sextilis’ in the old Roman Calendar. 

31, CE. Latin-Sanskrit stems in respective order: 

septem = saptan, octo = astau, novem = navam, decem = daSan. 

32. Webster's New, p. 2361. 

33. Revedasamhita, 10/161/4, ed. Max Miiller, Oxford Univ. Press, London, 

1890: 

Atharvavedasamhita 20/96/9., ed. Pt. R.C. Sarma, Muradabad, 1929: 

Sataiijiva garado vardhamanah / 

Satarn hemantaficchatamu vasantan // 

34. Gorakha Prasad, p. 266. — 
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that in Roman system it is January which, named after the guard- 
ian god of doors, might be said to be the door or commencement 
of the year In Indian system we have already seen the Vedic 
method of the calculation of New Year’s Day, which roughly comes 
up to the present Roman practice, but now in India though Caitra 

_ is generally accepted as this beginning month, let us-see how-it-is 
so worked out in Indian astrology: Lanka (perhaps present Ceylon, 
but, then a city and not a country) is recognised and accepted as 
the presentday Greenwich for calculating astronomical data. It is 
said, at the very outset of creation, the first day the sun rose in that 
city was called Sunday and it was so in Caitra in the bright half of 
the month?®. Indeed, it is difficult to say how it came about, but it 
is still difficult to challenge it on scientific grounds either. 

To-sum up, the kernel of the idea of year lay in both the sys- 
tems in an identical manner, and there is complete correspon- 
dance in regard to the number of days of the week and import in 
their names based on appellations of seven planets. Besides, re- 
lation of these planets to the signs of Zodiac is also the same. On 
the contrary, except in point of number, there is nothing common 
regarding months in the two systems at present. However, in In- 
dian calendar, sometimes, there is the conception of thirteenth 
month and here twentyeighth constellation is also an accom- 
plished fact. As for finding out the number, order and names of 
days and their presiding deities, the astrological methods em- 
ployed are typically indigenous but cannot, perhaps, be refuted on 
scientific bases. All these bespeak of high scientific standards and 
judgement of ancient Indian rsis to whom today our heads auto- 
matically bow down in reverence. 

35. Siddhatasiromani, Madhyamadhikara, Kalamanadhyaya, p. 8, V. 15: 
Lankanagaryamudayacca bhanostasyaiva vare prathame babhiva / 
Madhoh sitaderdinamdsavarsayugadikanarn yugapatpravrttih // 
CE. For detail, Bharatiya Jyotisa, pp. 500, 503. 
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APPENDIX 

Old view as well as modern view (as per diagrams appended) of the Bra- 

hmanda or Cosmos around the central planetary orbit of Earth or Sun respect- 

ively. 

In Diagram No. 1, according to old view of Indian astrology, Earth is taken to 

be the centre of Cosmos round which there are eight orbits, one after another in 

gradual ascending order (as seen in the diagram), of Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, 

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and the Stars or constellations (Vide Footnote Nos. 7 & 8). 

Diagram No. 2 shows the modern view according to which Sun is the centre 

of the Cosmos and other orbits round the solar orbit in gradual order are: Mercury, 

Venus, Earth with the satellite Moon in the other orbit with Mars as the intermedi- 

ary orbit, then Jupiter, Saturn, and the newly discovered Uranus, Neptune and 

Pluto. 
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